[A static magnetic field loading system for in vitro cultured cells].
Magnetic attachments have flux leakages, thus they will exert certain magnetic fields on the adjacent tissues when used in the patients' oral cavities. There are few research reports on the biological effects of the magnetic fields generated by magnetic attachments on human body. A cellular static magnetic field (SMF) loading system was developed in this study. By using this system, in vitro cultured human periodontal ligament cells (HPDLCs) were loaded with SMF simulating those of magnetic attachments. The cellular SMF loading system could produce constant SMF and the strength of the SMF is adjustable. The system is small and is able to exert SMF to cells cultured in different culture vessels such as culture dishes and culture plates, thus is suitable to researches in multiple biological items of cells. The results of the SMF loading experiment on HPDLCs showed that this cellular SMF loading system could effectively load cells with SMF of different strengths for different time in vitro. The development of this system has provided a useful tool for the researches on the cellular hiologioal effects of SMF.